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Schumann and Bates (2018), hereafter referred to as SB, argue that there is a need for a global
scale, high-accuracy, open-access Digital Elevation Model (DEM). They find current global DEM
data unacceptable in accuracy and resolution. They position their argument mainly around
hydraulic applications, by referring to required accuracies to estimate hydraulic energy slopes,
and the need for highly detailed topography in urban zones, where most flood impacts are felt.
A vertical accuracy of 0.5 meter is suggested to be adequate for local scale applications. This DEM,
according to SB, can be established through a collaborative effort of industry, governments and
humanitarian agencies by merging and quality assuring DEMs from different existing sources such
as Light-Detection and Ranging missions, photogrammetry or satellite stereo. They close their
plea by stating that the anticipated DEM will “help communities build resilience to anticipated
climate impacts.”
We support the statement that a DEM with the envisioned accuracy is useful. In fact, it is a
general prerequisite to simulating flood behavior at large scales, as indicated by SB. In addition,
terrain and elevation data at this level of detail may find its application in other fields such as
morphology (e.g., Tarolli and Sofia, 2016), cadastral digitization (e.g., Dorninger and Pfeifer, 2008)
and landslide predictions (e.g., Ciampalini et al., 2016). However, at the level of detail suggested
(urban zones), an accurate DEM alone is not enough if the objective of flood modeling goes beyond
awareness raising or flood zoning. In this commentary, we argue that: (a) the “consortium effort”
proposed by SB should focus on regions that will profit most: developing countries; (b) technically,
at the local scale where the suggested accuracy (0.5 m) with the suggested spatial resolution (∼5 m)
becomes useful, other properties of the environment besides terrain become dominant in flood
behavior and, consequently, in flood risk. These include the water infrastructure (bridges, channels,
culverts, etc.) and its maintenance state. Such infrastructure information is key in establishing
what makes a street, neighborhood or city more flood resilient, hence supporting communities in
their decision-making for a sustainable future; and (c) that a bottom-up data collection approach
for infrastructure and maintenance states will lead to less inequality in global data coverage
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and a reduction in dependency on outside capacities. This then
leads to sustainable data collection and ownership in the regions
where flood risk information is most needed. We elaborate on
these three points below.
First and foremost, the efforts should concentrate on the
regions that may profit most (in socio-economic terms) from an
open-access DEM, provided it is kept up to date, as SB suggest.
These are rapidly urbanizing cities in developing countries, where
no local resources are at hand to regularly establish a detailed
DEM. Globally, urban population already accounts for over
50% of total population. In developing countries this number
is still below 50% but the expectation is that it will rapidly
catch up with an expected 90% growth in urban population
happening in Africa and Asia until 2050 (United Nations, 2018).
Furthermore, in these areas, poor people may be affected to a
degree that it traps them into poverty (Winsemius et al., 2018)
and therefore there is a strong rationale to link climate and
poverty policies (Hallegatte et al., 2016) in order to achieve global
sustainability targets.
Within these urban areas in developing countries, flood
protection is very limited (Scussolini et al., 2016). Hence
pluvial floods can cause frequent small-scale impacts, and
river floods will already occur with flow in excess of natural
bank-full capacity. According to extreme value theorem, this
occurs at the very least once every 1.5–2 years (i.e., the most
occurring annual flood, see e.g., Dunne and Leopold, 1978;
Savenije, 2003). It is likely, that due to rapid urbanization,
overbank flow will occur even more frequently than once
every 1.5–2 years, due to decreased soil water holding
capacity, rapid erosion and impediments in drainage due to
sediment and solid waste deposition around and in front
of infrastructure. It is these moderate floods that cause
the largest contribution to a community’s accumulated risk,
because they simply occur most frequently (Veldhuis et al.,
2011). In urban environments, these moderate events are
much more dictated by details, i.e., local infrastructural
impediments (e.g., lack of drainage connectivity, open and
closed tertiary drainage, culverts) and their maintenance
state (drainage impediments by sedimentation, solid waste
accumulation) than solely the surrounding topography (e.g.,
Veldhuis, 2011; Rodriguez et al., 2013). We see all such
issues occurring in our experience in working in for instance
Dar es Salaam, Accra, Jakarta and Nairobi. Besides quality
of flood simulations, the ability to assess the drainage
system and effectiveness of interventions in urban systems
is essential. For this, the status-quo, i.e., the present-day
drainage infrastructure and its maintenance state are essential to
understand, and we even argue that this requires attention first
and foremost.
Finally, we strongly advocate that the rather top-down
approach to data collection, suggested by SB, is complemented
by bottom-up approaches, supported by local initiatives and
incentives. The top-down approach can offer a first important
short-term alleviation of data poverty. However, it is difficult to
sustain this, especially if international commercial considerations
are at stake. Why would a company such as Google, map a
poor vulnerable neighborhood, including its water infrastructure
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when there is little commercial gain to be expected? Furthermore,
top-down implies that capital is brought in from outside rather
than building capacity to generate capital on the inside. Human
capital, expressed in raising of knowledge and education levels,
is the main corner stone of prosperity and economic growth
in the long-term (Solow, 1956; Piketty, 2014) and therefore, a
locally sustainable approach to data collection should be sought
to accompany global data collection efforts. For instance, data
collection through community mapping is now moving from
efforts deployed ex-post, i.e., responding to a crisis (Hagen,
2010; Soden and Palen, 2014) to ex-ante, exemplified by the
largest community mapping project in the world “Ramani
Huria” (Swahili for “Open Map”), taking place in Dar es
Salaam—Tanzania. This project aims to build preparedness
and resilience by letting citizens map their own environment
(Iliffe et al., 2017). These methods are still in their infancy,
and sustainable incentivization is a large challenge. But first
results show that if communities are organized, detailed and
accurate information on infrastructure, such as roads, bridges,
channels, culverts, man-holes along with their dimensions and
maintenance states can be collected in a very short time and
with very few resources1 ,2 Ramani Huria demonstrates that
this can work by empowering academics through curriculum
development, gradually leading to expertise within authorities
as well. Figure 1 illustrates how this can result in a plethora
of data that is valuable from a sustainability and humanitarian
point of view, even if it has relatively little direct commercial
interest. The left-hand side shows the status of Google Maps
(on 4 January 2019) vs. the right-hand showing OpenStreetMap
at the same date. Recent floods led to water authorities now
accepting the use of these data, even though they were not
collected by their own staff. Ramani Huria can serve as an
example for water authorities elsewhere, demonstrating that
bottom-up data collection processes lead to good and even
more complete data than what can be achieved by authority
data collection efforts. The scientific community can facilitate
bottom-up data collection approaches such as community
mapping through two research directions: first, to find social
structures to promote and create incentives to data collection
(Buytaert et al., 2014; Paul et al., 2018); and second through
new innovative, affordable and sustainable instrumentation (van
de Giesen et al., 2014; Tauro et al., 2018), and local quality
assurance methods.
Concluding, a global scale higher accuracy DEM with the
envisioned accuracy will be very useful both to science and
practitioners. But to truly assist the most critically targeted
environments in their road to a sustainable future, elevation
data have to be accompanied by information on infrastructure,
including its dimensions and state of maintenance. We fully
agree with SB that targeted regions should be urban areas, as
these accommodate most of the global population and economy,
and we advocate that focus should lie on developing countries,
where the urbanization rates are the highest and data poverty
1 http://ramanihuria.org/drain-mapping-flood-modelling/
2 https://medium.com/@h.c.winsemius/community-mapping-for-flood-

modelling-2-0-a3b794e02d16
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FIGURE 1 | Comparison between Google Maps and OpenStreetMap (4 January 2019) over central Dar es Salaam. Drainage data (dated 3 January 2019) is not yet
contributed to OpenStreetMap and therefore plotted separately. Top: Map data © 2019 Google; Bottom: Map data © OpenStreetMap contributors, CC BY-SA.
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is most extreme. To truly increase resilience here, the topdown data collection process should be considered an important
short-term data poverty alleviation step, which needs to be
accompanied by a more sustainable, bottom-up procedure to
establish the continued gathering of critical information for
flood resilience.
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